The finite element analysis and research on the vibration mode of a certain AUV with the analytic method are expatiated. Based on the basic equations of thin shells theory, this paper analyses and sets up the cylindrical shell vibration mathematical model, and validated the correctness of the model by ANSYS. The method presented is effective in analyse and dynamical design of AUV weaken vibration and low noise structure.
The balance differential equations of free vibration
A middle surface patch of cylindrical shell and internal forces in the orthogonal coordinate system are shown in Figure 1 . α and β are the lines of main curvature, and γ is the normal pointed to convex direction. 1 N , 2 N , 12
M , 1 Q , 2 Q are the internal forces acted on the α plane and the β plane, 1 k and 2 k are the main curvatures on the α direction and the β direction, R is the radius of the middle surface, and 1 0 k = , 2 k R = , A and B are the Lame coefficients on the α direction and the β direction, and 
Where, m is the unit area mass of the cylindrical shell middle surface, u , v and w are the component of displacements on the α direction, the β direction and the γ direction of any point on the middle surface.
The geometric equations (1.4) and the physical equations (1.5) of the cylindrical shell are:
Where, 1 ε , 2 ε , 12 ε are the inplane strains on the middle surface, 1 χ , 2 χ , 12 χ are the bending strains on the middle surface E is the elastic modulus, µ is the Poisson's ratio, D is the bending strength, and
The strains are eliminated by combining the equations (1.4) and the equations (1.5), the result are brought into the equations (1.5), then, the free vibration balance differential equations of the cylindrical shell expressed by displacements are:
Where, the differential operator is
The solution of free vibration eigenfrequency
The solution of balance differential equations of free vibration can be solved by mixed method. 
Dimensionless coordinate is brought in, 
Got the minimum value of a λ , that is, 1 R l λ π = , and supposed 
The minimum eigenfrequency is, 275035.75 83.47 2
Emulation analysis of the cylindrical shell is operated using the ANSYS, and the minimum eigenfrequency is 84.77Hz.
Conclusions
Sum up, the error between the computational result and the emulational result of the minimum eigenfrequency is 1.53%. The different eigenfrequency can be calculated by different a λ and b µ , the error between the computational result and the emulational result of the eigenfrequency is no more than 5%. The method is effective in analyse and dynamical design of AUV weaken vibration and low noise structure. 
